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Preface revision 1. 
 
This is revision 1 of the original report SR0023 “Calculating the heat transfer coefficient of frame 
profiles in aluminium”. The report was originally presented in Danish however later interest has 
made it preferable to published this revision 1 in English.  
 
Revision 1 includes newly acquired knowledge on the method used when measuring the heat 
transfer coefficient of the frame profile at Forschungsinstitut für Wämeschutz e.v. München. This  
knowledge has made it evident that measured and detailed calculated values of the heat transfer 
coefficient are comparable taken the right initial assumptions into account.  
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1 Introduction 

In connection with the upcoming energy labelling of windows, it is required to document the 
heat transfer coefficient of the frame as well as the linear transmission coefficient ?  with 
respect to the connection between the framing and the glazing. Heat transfer in the frame is 
complicated, which indicates the necessity of modelling heat transfer in two dimensions. The 
program Therm, which has been developed at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, USA, 
is a widely used tool for detailed calculations on frame profiles and the Department of 
Buildings and Energy at the Technical University of Denmark has gained a considerable 
knowledge about the use of this program. 
 
In this work, detailed calculations have been performed with Therm on an aluminium frame 
profile from the producer H.S. Hansen. The calculations are performed in accordance to the 
preliminary standard prEN ISO 10077-2 [10077-2]. However, when comparing the results to 
those based on actual testing of the same profile at Forschungsinstitut für Wämeschutz e.v. 
München, considerably differences between the measured and calculated heat transfer 
coefficient are found. Based on the obvious difference between calculated og measured results, 
the following work has been performed to verify the basis for detailed calculations of 
aluminium frame profiles, and to ensure a realistic heat transfer coefficient as output from the 
detailed calculations. 
 
All calculations on frame profiles are based on the preliminary standard prEN ISO 10077-2 
[10077-2] and ISO/DIS 15099 [15099].  
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2 Modelling of a frame in Therm (Guide). 

The frame profile is modelled in the program Therm based on existing AutoCad drawings. In 
AutoCad all text and hatches are removed from the drawing and the remaining is exploded into 
maximum number of objects. Subsequently the drawing is exported as an DXF formatted file. 
The DXF formatted file is then used in Therm as an underlay for drawing, (’Underlay’, the 
menu ’files’). Based on the underlay and the Therms “snap”-function the frame is constructed 
using geometries representing the different parts of the frame profile. 
 
Construction of the frame profiles geometry must be done in accordance to prEN ISO 10077-2 
and ISO/DIS 15099. Special care is needed to ensure correct dimension and thickness of the 
individual aluminium profiles. 
 
Material values including thermal conductivity and surface emissivity are assigned correctly to 
each of the elements in the frame profile. The values given in prEN ISO 10077-2 should be 
used in case more exact values are not available. 
 
In Therm, ventilated as well as non-ventilated cavities in the profile can be modelled in 
accordance with the principles described in prEN ISO 10077-2. In cavities, effects regarding 
natural convection and radiation exchange between surfaces are separated. Thus when using 
Therms cavity models a specific model for convection and radiation exchange is specified 
separately. Combining the effects of the selected models Therm either calculates an equivalent 
thermal conductivity of the cavity including effects of both convection and radiation exchange, 
or, if a more detailed model for the radiation exchange is chosen, Therm calculates the 
radiation between the surfaces directly in which case the calculated equivalent thermal 
conductivity only includes effects of convection in the cavity. Using the cavity models 
implemented in Therm is described in Therms documentation. 
 
Finally, it is necessary to specify boundary conditions for the model. Boundary conditions are 
added considering reduced radiation exchange in corners of the inside of the profile as 
described in prEN ISO 10077-2 annex B. Thus, three different types of boundary conditions 
will be used, one outside and two on the inside of the profile. For detailed information please 
read prEN ISO 10077-2. 
 
Calculating the heat transfer coefficient of the frame is done by replacing the glazing by 
insulation material (? = 0.04 W/mK)1. The thickness of insulation material should correspond 
to the thickness of the glazing and the insulation material must have a visible length from the 
framing of 190 mm.  

 

                                                 
1 prEN ISO 10077-2 prescribes ? = 0.035 W/mK for the insulation material, however the used ? = 0.04 W/mK does not 
imply appreciable difference to the calculated results.  
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3 Therm based calculations. 

The frame profile delivered in the AutoCad format from its producer HS Hansen, has been 
modelled in Therm as described in this reports section 2, with respect to the principals given in 
prEN ISO 10077-2. 
 
The modelled profile is partly shown in Figure 1. The entire profile is attached in appendix 1. 
In Figure 1a the initial calculated isotherms in profile are shown. 
 

 
Figure 1, section of profile, from Therm. 

 
Figure 1a, section of profile, including calculated 

isotherms. 

 
In table 1 material values (thermal conductivity and emissivity) are given: 
 

Table 1, Used materials, their thermal conductivity, emissivity and the assigned colour in Therm 

Material Thermal conductivity ? 
[W/mK] 

Emissivity [-] Assigned colour 

Aluminium shiny 160 0.2 Blue 
Aluminium painted 160 0.9 Blue 

EPDM 0.25 0.9 Grey 
Polyamide 0.32 0.9 Brown 
Silicone 0.35 0.9 Black 

 
Cavities are modelled as recommended in prEN ISO 10077-2 using the models implemented in 
Therm. In the unventilated cavities convection are modelled using the Therm model named 
‘CEN’ while radiation exchange between the surfaces of the cavity were modelled using the 
model named ‘simplified’. These corresponds to the models prescribed in prEN ISO 10077-2. 
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Ventilated cavities are modelled using the convection model called ‘CEN slightly ventilated’ 
and the radiation model called ‘simplified’. 
 
Calculations on the frame profile have been performed in accordance with prEN ISO 10077-2 
and the result from the calculations can be found in table 2 below: 

Table 2, Frame profile, calculated heat transfer coefficient, reference case. 

H.S.Hansen U-value frame 
Case 1 (Reference) 3.55 W/m2K 

 
A detailed analyses of the Therm modelling and its assumptions has been performed in the 
following:  

3.1 Detailed analysis of the Therm modelling and its assumptions 

After detailed studies of the profile attention have been given to the area close to the 
aluminium profile placed in the top of the frame to support the glazing. Due to the position 
and length this profile creates a critical thermal resistance in the frame. (see Figure 1c).  

 

C r i t i c a l  t h e r m a l  
r e s i s t a n c e  
 t e r m i s k  

 
Figure 1c, critical thermal resistance. 

 
Due to the high thermal conductivity of aluminium, and the fact that the aluminium profile 
supporting the glazing is in contact with the hot inside of the framing, the temperature of the 
profile will be high. The heat transfer trough the cavity separating the aluminium profile 
supporting the glazing and the outside of the profile is critical, making the cavity the only 
noticeable thermal resistance between the inside and the outside of the profile at this point. 
 
Detailed studies have, as expected, shown the modelling of the heat transfer in the area close 
to the profile supporting the glazing to be critical and having a large influence on the 
calculated U-value of the entire frame. 
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Geometry and material values of the profile are considered as being very accurate. The only 
parameter which could prove to be inaccurate is the surface emissivity of the aluminium 
which could vary a lot depending of the treatment of the surface. This leads the attention to 
detailed study of the heat transfer in the frame cavity around the aluminium profile supporting 
the glazing. 
 
Two cases have been considered as changes in the CEN-based modelling of the unventilated 
frame cavity: 
 

1. Dividing of the unventilated frame cavity into smaller volumes where the geometry of 
the frame cavity naturally indicates this. 

2. Increased detailing when modelling the radiation exchange between the surfaces of 
the unventilated cavity. 

 
Results of these investigations, are described in the following. 

3.1.1 Division of unventilated frame cavities. 

The calculated equivalent heat transfer of a unventilated cavity is ascending with the size of 
its volume. In a number of cases the geometry of a cavity can justify dividing it into  smaller 
cavities. This will cause a decrease in the equivalent heat transfer coefficient for the smaller 
cavities and hence a smaller heat transfer coefficient for the entire frame cavity. 
 
Dividing of one frame cavity into smaller cavities is partly described in prEN ISO 10077-2. 
If natural contractions in the geometry causes a considerably or total decrease in convective 
heat transfer over the contraction, prEN ISO 10077-2 and ISO/DIS 15099 can be used as a 
basis for dividing actual frame cavities. In prEN ISO 10077-2 cavities shall be divided over 
a contraction into two separate cavities if the dimension of  the contraction does not exceeds 
2 mm.  
 
However when studying Figure 1 it is reasonable to divide the critical cavity into two 
smaller cavities in extension of the aluminium profile supporting the glazing as shown in 
Figure 2, (case 2). This is done even though the dimension of the contraction exceeds the 
prescribed 2 mm from prEN ISO 10077-2 by approximately 1.2 mm. Correspondingly, the 
other cavities in the frame can be divided when considerably contractions in the frame 
cavities as shown in Figure 3 (case 3) exists: 
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Figure 2, case 2, division corresponding to 

considerably contractions in critical unventilated frame 
cavity. 

 
Figure 2a, case 2, isotherms as calculated in Therm. 

 
Figure 3, case 3, division corresponding to 

considerably contractions in all unventilated frame 
cavities. 

 
Figure 3a, case 3, isotherms as calculated in Therm. 

 
In Table 3 calculated U-values for the frame, for both cases Figure 2 og Figure 3 are shown. 
 

Table 3, division of cavities and its influence on the calculated U-value for the frame. 

Division of cavities Division type U-value 
Case 1 (Reference) No division 3.55 W/m2K 
Case 2 Division of critical frame cavity 3.35 W/m2K 
Case 3 Division of all cavities 3.34 W/m2K 
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As seen in Table 3 the division of the critical frame cavity around the aluminium profile 
supporting the glazing (case 2) has a considerably influence on the calculated U-value of the 
frame. Further it is found that division of the rest of frame cavities (where possible) (case 3) 
only have a slight influence on the calculated U-value of the frame. 

3.1.2 Detailed calculation of radiative heat transfer in the unventilated cavity. 

In Therm models describing unventilated cavities based on the principles described in prEN 
ISO 10077-2 are implemented. Modelling frame cavities is based on division of effects from 
convection and radiative heat transfer in the cavity. In Therm models named ’CEN’ and 
’simplified’ respectively for convective and radiative heat transfer is in full agreement with 
prEN ISO 10077-2, and the models have been used in the previous calculations. 
 
Despite this, Therm has implemented a number of different models for modelling of frame 
cavities. Of special interest is the fact that a detailed model for modelling the radiation 
exchange in cavities exists, this model is based on ISO/DIS 15099. The model is view factor 
based and uses exact knowledge of emission factors of the surfaces. With this model a 
detailed calculations of radiation exchange in an enclosure is performed. Therm has named 
this ‘detailed’. 
 
The aluminium profile supporting the glazing appears shiny hence having a low emissivity 
and reducing radiative heat transfer from the profile itself to the cold surfaces on the other 
side of the cavity. The previously used radiation model ‘simplified’ does not include effects 
from this which makes it obviously to use the ‘detailed’ radiation model. When using this it 
is important to ensure that ‘boundary conditions’ are defined along the surfaces of the frame 
cavity. Furthermore it is necessary to check the assigned emissivity of each surface adjacent 
to the cavity to ensure that the assigned values are correct. Painted surfaces and weather 
stripping are assigned emissivity of 0.9, while shiny aluminium surfaces are assigned 
emissivity 0.2. Shiny aluminium could in theory be assigned much lower values for 
emissivity, though at the moment values which are ensured correct over the entire service 
life of the frame are not available. 
 
In the following calculations the radiation model named ’detailed’ has been used on the 
cavities in the frame. The calculations are performed without division of the cavities as 
described in part 3.1.1. The model to describe convection in the cavity is still performed 
with the model named ‘CEN’. 
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Figure 4, case 4, detailed radiation model on critical 

unventilated cavity. 

 
Figure 4a, case 4, Including isotherms as calculated in 

Therm. (Case 4b shown here, see table 4). 

 

 
Figure 5, Case 5, detailed radiation model on all 

unventilated cavities. 

 
Figure 5a, Case 5, Including isotherms as calculated in 

Therm. 

 
When defining the emissivity of the surfaces it has been chosen, after studying actual frames 
from the same producer H.S.Hansen, to consider enclosed aluminium surfaces as being 
blank and assigning them emissivity 0.2. All other surfaces, including aluminium surfaces 
accessible when opening the window, is assigned emissivity 0.9  
 
In Table 4 calculated U-values for case 4 and case 5 (Figure 4 og Figure 5) are found: 
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Table 4, calculated U-value, depending on choice of selected radiation exchange model. 

Radiation model Convection model Radiation model U-value 
Case 1 (Reference) CEN Simplified, all cavities 3.55 W/m2K 
Case 4a  CEN Detailed, critical cavity, e = 0.9* 3.15 W/m2K 
Case 4b CEN Detailed, critical cavity; e = 0.9/0.2** 3.01 W/m2K 
Case 5  CEN Detailed, all cavities; e = 0.9/0.2 2.96 W/m2K 
*   

All surfaces adjacent to the cavity is calculated using  e = 0.9
  

** 
All surfaces adjacent to the cavity is calculated using e = 0.9 except the aluminium profile supporting the glazing which has been assigned e = 0.2 

 

 
It should be noted that the only difference between case 4a og 4b is the assigned emissivity 
of the aluminium profile supporting the glazing, which for the sake of interest has been 
assigned respectively 0.9 (case 4a) and 0.2 (case 4b). If case 1 (reference) and case 4a are 
compared the calculated difference in U-value is caused by the difference in the radiation 
model, while the difference in case 4a and 4b is caused by the changed emissivity of the 
aluminium profile supporting the glazing. 
 
From the results a major effect is found when using the detailed radiation exchange model 
on the critical cavity, it is also noted that the emissivity of the aluminium profile supporting 
the glazing plays a significant role. Furthermore it can be noted that the effect of modelling 
the remaining cavities in the frame with a detailed radiation model is minor. 
 
It is worth to conclude that especially the modelling of the radiative heat transfer in the 
critical cavity has a significant influence on the calculated U-value of the entire frame. 

3.1.3 Division of cavities and detailed calculation of radiative heat exchange 
in cavities. 

Combining division of unventilated cavities as performed in section 3.1.1 with a detailed 
calculation of radiative heat transfer between the surfaces of the unventilated cavities, 
section 3.1.2, will be found in the following: 
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Figure 6, case 6, division and detailed radiation 

calculation on critical unventilated cavity. 

 
Figure 6a, case 6, including isotherms as calculated in 

Therm. 

 
Figure 7, case 7, division of all relevant unventilated 
cavities and detailed radiation calculation on critical 

cavity. 

 
Figure 7a, case 7, including isotherms as calculated in 

Therm. 
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In Table 5 calculated U-values for the frame are found for the cases 6, 7 and 8. 

 

Table 5, combination of division and detailed radiation calculations on unventilated cavities.  

Combinations Division Convection model Radiation model U-value 
Case 1 (Reference) No division CEN Simplified 3.55 W/m2K 
Case 6 Critical cavity CEN Detailed critical cavity 2.94 W/m2K 
Case 7 All relevant cavities CEN Detailed critical cavity 2.93 W/m2K 
Case 8 All relevant cavities CEN Detailed all cavities 2.89 W/m2K 
 
In case 7 and 8 emissivity of the surfaces in the critical cavity are used correspondingly to 
that was used in case 4b and 5. The method used in case 8 will in the following also be 
referred to as “detailed modelling of radiation and convection in cavities” 
 
As noticed in section 3.1.1 it is again obvious that the division of other cavities than the 
critical cavity is of minor importance for the calculated U-value of the frame. It is also 
noticeable that the combination of division of frame cavities and a detailed modelling of 
radiation exchange in the cavities causes a considerable difference to what was originally 
calculated in the reference case 1. 

 
Figure 8, case 8, division of  all relevant unventilated 

cavities and detailed radiation model on all 
unventilated cavities. 

 
Figure 8a, case 8, including isotherms as calculated in 

Therm. 
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4 Measurements 

Measurements on an identical profile have been performed at Forschungsinstitut für 
Wämeschutz e.v. München (appendix 2). These measurements however have been performed 
in accordance to the DIN standard 52619. 
 
The measurements are based on the net heat flow trough the profile including insulations 
panels. If measuring surface temperatures of the insulation panels and on the aluminium 
surface of the frame profile it is possible to calculate the thermal resistance of the profile itself 
excluding surface thermal resistance. In the documentation (appendix 2) of the measurements 
the thermal resistance of the frame has been found to be: 

 
Rf,measured = 0.225 m2K/W 

 
When calculating the total heat transfer coefficient of the profile the DIN standard applies the 
thermal surface resistance over the one dimensional length of the frame profile this resulting in 
the following total heat transfer coefficient: 
 
  Uf,measured =   2.5 W/m2K  
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5 Comparison of calculations and measurements 

The results found from detailed modelling with Therm is not directly comparable with the 
measured results found from Forschungsinstitut für Wämeschutz e.v. München. This is due to 
the different ways of calculating the thermal resistance at the surfaces due to convection and 
radiation exchange with the surroundings. The method prescribed in prEN ISO 10077-2 and 
used in the Therm calculations applies the surface resistance over the entire surface of the 
frame profile while the method used in the measurements, DIN 52619 applies the surface 
resistance over the projected area of the frame profile.   
 
However the measurements states the thermal resistance of the frame profile without surfaces 
resistances. In Therm it is possible to calculate corresponding values for thermal resistance 
without surfaces resistances, this value should then be directly comparable with the measured 
values.  
 
The calculations is performed in Therm based on case 8 from section 3.1.3, using detailed 
modelling of radiation and convection in cavities. The calculation is based on the heat flow 
trough the profile and the modelled surface temperatures of the insulations panels and 
aluminium surfaces from Therm. The calculations can be performed as follows: 
 
The surface temperature of the insulation panels and the aluminium frame profile have been 
found: 
 

Calculated surface temperature Inside Outside 
Panel (center) Tsurface,p,I = 16.2 ºC Tsurface,p,o = 1.2 ºC 
Frame (aluminium only) Tsurface,f,i = 14.76 ºC Tsurface,f,o = 1.52 ºC 

   
The heat flow trough the profile exclusive one dimensional heat flow trough the insulation 
panels can be found as:  

)( ,,,, opsurfaceipsurfacepanel
ins

ins
tottot TTl

d
TlU −⋅⋅−∆⋅⋅=Φ

λ
 

Where:  
Utot = 1.585 W/m2K (The calculated U-value for the frame and insulation panels) 
ltot = 0.4496 m  (1 dimensional length of the frame and insulation panels) 
?T = 20 K  (Temperature difference hot and cold side) 
?ins = 0.04 W/mK (Conductivity of insulation material) 
dins = 0.023 m  (Thickness of insulation panels) 
lpanel = 0.380 m (Length of insulations panels (sum)) 

 
Which gives: 
 

F   = 4.07 W/m 
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The thermal resistance of the frame profile: 
 

Φ
⋅−

= fifsurfaceofsurface
f

lTT
R

)( ,,,,  

Where: 
lf = 0.0696 m   (Projected dimension of the frame (width))  

 
Which gives: 
 

R,f,therm,case 8  = 0.226 m2K/W  
 
This corresponds to the measured resistance of the profile which in the measurements was 
found to be Rf,measured = 0.225 m2K/W. 
 
The above calculations has been repeated for case 1 without detailed modelling of radiation 
exchange and division of cavities. The thermal resistance of the profile in this case 1 amounts 
to Rf,therm,case1 = 0.167 m2K/W. So if using prEN ISO 10077-2 which does not offer a detailed 
radiation exchange model in unventilated cavities (ex. case 1) the calculated thermal resistance 
would be too low corresponding to the measured value.  
 
For aluminium profiles it seems necessary to have a more detailed standard than pr EN ISO 
10077-2 to get correct U-values. The DIS/ISO 15099 offers such an alternative.  
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6 Discussion 

Modelling the cavity surrounding the aluminium profile supporting the glazing has been found 
to be critical, and has a large influence on the calculated U-value for the frame. Division of the 
critical cavity has been found to reduce the calculated result while division of other relevant 
cavities in the frame were without noticeably influence on the results. This can be explained in 
the high thermal conductivity of the aluminium surrounding the other cavities. 
 
Detailed modelling of radiation exchange in the cavities were found to have the largest 
influence on the calculated U-value. The radiation model used is based on detailed view 
factors, diffuse surfaces, and a grey body enclosure model. This proved to have a large 
influence on the results, specially when used on the critical cavity. 
 
The combination of division of cavities and detailed calculations on the radiation exchange in 
cavities were investigated and the results are found in chapter 3.1.3. Here it is shown that the 
calculated U-value mainly is effected of the division and detailed radiation calculation on the 
critical cavity, while division and detailed radiation calculation of other cavities only have a 
slightly influence on the U-value. 
 
It was found that the calculated and measured values for the profiles total heat transfer 
coefficient was not directly comparable. However comparison has been done between the 
calculated and measured value for the thermal resistance of the profile excluding surface 
resistances. It was found that measured values corresponds to the calculated values based on 
Therm if the modelling includes detailed calculations of radiation exchange in - and division of 
cavities. This concludes the need of using detailed modelling of radiation and convection in 
cavities when modelling frame profiles in aluminium.  
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7 Recommendations 

In this work calculations on a frame profile from the producer H.S Hansen have been 
performed. Special notice have been given to calculations on the critical cavity surrounding the 
aluminium profile supporting the glazing. 
 
To gain accurate results cavities has been divided where natural contractions in the geometry 
made this reasonable. This division of cavities can be done in accordance to ISO/DIS 15099. 
Detailed radiations exchange models has also been used in the unventilated cavities. 
These actions have a considerably influence on the calculated results. 
 
When modelling aluminium profiles it is recommended to use division of cavities after the 
principles described in this work and in accordance to ISO/DIS 15099. Furthermore it is 
recommended to use a detailed radiation exchange model in critical cavities. 
 
Finally when comparing calculated values with values measured in accordance to the DIN 
standard one should be considering that the measurement do not always ascribe the boundary 
heat transfer coefficient in a physical correct way.   
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